Radio occultation observations and more recently radar sounding are now providing a large number of electron density profiles of the Martian ionosphere [1] [2] [3] . With the demise of the Japanese Nozomi mission, aeronomical parameters for interpreting the Martian ionosphere are thus limited to the early observation on the American Viking mission [4] .
That the principal ionospheric layer on Mars corresponds to a photo-chemical Chapman-type F 1 layer is now well established since its peak properties exhibit the expected solar control [5] [6] [7] . However the ionosphere of Mars (as that of Venus) deviates from a simple Chapman-layer, since its principal ion (O þ 2 ) does not correspond to the ionizable constituent (CO 2 ), but results from an ion-atom interchange reaction with atomic oxygen originating in dissociative processes.
It was shown by the Viking RPA experiment [4] [8] .
In the topside ionosphere the electron density distribution results from the ion species O þ 2 and O þ in diffusive equilibrium. In contrast to neutral species, ion species in diffusive equilibrium are not independent of each other because of a polarization electric field set up to prevent charge separation. This field can counteract gravity for a lighter minor ion (m 2 ) since it depends on the mean ion mass determined by the heavier major ion (m 1 ) and the sum of the temperature of the electrons T e and ions T i that generally exceed the neutral gas temperature [8] .
For a binary ion mixture with masses m 1 and m 2 controlled by plasma diffusion, the electron density distribution was first derived by the author four decades ago [9] as It is obvious that fitting observed electron density profiles with the distribution according to Eq. (1) should allow aeronomic parameters to be inferred from topside profiles above an altitude where plasma diffusion is expected to prevail. A reference level z ¼ 0 at altitudes h ! 180 km appears to be an appropriate choice. Thus, T i from scale height, absence of thermal equilibrium ðE>1Þ and the abundance ratio of neutral constituents O and CO 2 from may be obtained by fitting observed topside profiles, providing useful constraints for models of the upper atmosphere of Mars [10] .
